National systems
Global Trends & Whole
Child Development

Agenda
A skills icebreaker!
How is WCD defined, understood and valued across national systems : Participant Perspectives
How is WCD defined, understood and valued more widely ( ACER/ Porticus Study Findings)
Break
A funders perspective: Porticus’s insights around WCD and assessment
Implementers perspective
Participant Survey for Friday’s session
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BREAKOUT GROUP ICE BREAKER
Which skill are you most proud of?
Which skill do you wish you had?
Which skill do you most value in others (e.g. in friends, colleagues or family)?
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WCD : A policy perspective
• Despite momentum globally – there is limited evidence on how education
systems value, understand and define WCD
• Policy makers and those representing national, district & city systems are
an important stakeholder when considering systems change & how to
bring policy down to practice and into the classroom.
• ACER/ Porticus undertook a study to establish a baseline for future
assessments of where the field is in relation to WCD at a policy level &
offer insights in to why those in policy – value and define a WCD
approach, particularly in support of those in extreme adversity.
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Key WCD themes and terms cited in the literature &
policy material
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Let’s Compare : How is WCD defined in policy?
§ Less than half of the sites had a formal definition of
WCD/ equivalent
§ WCD themes most cited within definitions were:
life skills, health, SEL, community, and values
§ Disconnect between definition and policies - life
skills & SEL prominent in definitions, but this was
not reflected in actual educational policy.
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Let’s Compare: Priorities within WCD

Let’s compare : Key reasons for investing
in WCD?
§ 50%+ cited:
§ Improving academic outcomes
§ Increasing completion rates
§ Improving long-term life outcomes

§ This aligns with the priority placed by sites on
academic knowledge in their education policies and
curriculum documents.
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Let’s Compare : Challenges to integrating
WCD approach?
• Classroom: Changing beliefs of teachers, adapting to new practices,
responding to the diversity of student needs, and monitoring progress
• Systems level: Difficulty embedding WCD while ensuring other strategic
priorities were met, including the national goals for improving education
access & quality
Which translate to:
• Policy constraints: incoherence of policies supporting WCD and a lack
of high-level commitment/awareness.
• Teacher training & capacity: lack of understanding of WCD
approaches and inconsistency in the teacher training systems.
• Resource constraints: lack of financing, infrastructure and technical
capacity.
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Other key findings
• The most common assessment tools used to track progress
on WCD areas: standardised tests and census data.
• Within the context of seeing WCD as a means of making
systems more inclusive, children with additional needs; out-ofschool children; and children and students experiencing abuse
or trauma were considered the highest priority.
• Reducing youth suicide was more likely to be a high priority in
high-income countries.
• Girls’ education and rural populations were more likely to be
rated as a high priority by low to upper-middle income
countries.
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Policy recommendations
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Develop a clear definition of WCD
Strong policy enabling frameworks ( e.g. institutional
structures)
Integration of WCD approaches in the curriculum
Prioritise investment in teacher training and teaching
pedagogy
Strengthen engagement with parents and the community
Develop robust monitoring and evaluation systems

For discussion:
What do you see as the implications of these findings?
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Key Insights : Funder perspective
Communicating
effectively the
concept of WCD
remains a
challenge. It’s
important to meet
policy stakeholders
where they are, not
where you want
them to be.

The bridge to
better
connect
LMIC’s to WCD
approaches is
becoming
stronger

We can encourage &
support innovation at the
sector level by
linking WCD to education
outcomes; through
strategic initiatives &
partnerships; building
relationships with those in
policy; capacity
development and
contextualisation.

A concrete
pathway to
making
assessments
more inclusive
is in sight

There is increased
interest by the research
& donor community to
measure and integrate
WC approaches in
education systems &
an increasing
openness to cocreation and
partnership across the
sector

Momentum continues to
build: Challenge
remains vast but there
are positive signs that
education systems have
started to adopt WCD.
MoE’s are increasingly
emphasizing
approaches aligned
with WCD

Consensus on
which WCD skills &
how to measure
these skills across
geographies and
cultures is possible
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We know there are an increasing number of
national systems participating in WCD initiatives
& eager to embed these skills in their systems and
assessments.
In the context of your own work, are you able to
identify concrete ways or opportunities to
support those at a policy level?

Please share for discussion via mentimeter.
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